Part 1: The Line

You’re a seller 24 hours from closing a $50 million transaction.

The deal has edged right up to the brink several times, leaving nerves – and relationships – frayed.

But you’re past all that.

Then the buyer says, “There was an unexpected license transfer fee of $5,000.” Even though you think that expense should arguably be theirs, you agree to split the cost, to which the buyer responds, “No, we think you should bear it all.”

To the buyer, it shouldn’t be a big deal for the seller; just another $2,500.00. But it’s not.

Because to the seller, it’s much more than $2,500.00.

You see, the buyer crossed The Line (capital ‘T’, capital ‘L’). Invisible? Yes.

But it is there. And tiptoeing over it could cost them.

Because instead of a happy seller with $50 large in the bank, you have a seller with financial security and the memory of a final indignity.

- A seller that might swallow hard on what otherwise would have been a full-throated endorsement of the buyer to his staff.
- A seller that might be just a tad more feisty when the inevitable post-deal disagreement surfaces (and it will).
- A seller that might clip his response when asked to be a reference for the buyer in their next deal.

Same holds true for sellers.

If he or she overstays their negotiating welcome? They might make it through the letter of intent. The problem is sellers mistakenly believe that once the primary business issues have been settled – price, structure, disposition of assets and liabilities, non-compete, and more – that they’re essentially done. The rest is just details, so they spend what remains of their “negotiating currency,” e.g. transactional goodwill, getting to a signed LOI.

What they don’t know, or don’t pay attention to, is that there’s a whole lot of negotiating still to be done, leaving buyers with more than enough opportunities to even the score – and more (see Part 2).

“But wait,” you say, “in the end, won’t the parties defer to the Excel gods and their dispassionate worksheets to make a final decision? You know, to do what’s in their economic best interests? After all, it’s business, nothing personal.” And in most situations, at some point in a difficult negotiation, this kind of thinking will eventually make an appearance.

Or not.

The Magnitude of Emotion in M&A

There are systemic reasons why deal-making can bring out the worst in us.

You see, most business deals aren’t for a product in which the seller has devoted much of their life and passion.

Most business deals don’t have the financial future of the seller and their family and employees at stake. And, oh yeah, their legacy as well.

Most business deals do not require an individual buyer and an individual seller (you know, humans) to go mano y mano negotiating a litany of deal points over what can easily take four, five, even six months to reach the dotted line.

So, emotions can pinball back and forth until the deal ultimately tilts.

That’s why one of the most important – and overlooked – reasons to engage an intermediary is to, well, intermediate communications between parties; re-packaging a “they’re out to nail me” into a dulcet “we have concerns regarding valuation.”

So, in many situations, the parties may have a king’s banquet of emotions to swallow to close a transaction.

Some will.

But many won’t.

All of which brings us to The Theory of The Line.

Quite simply, it goes like this:

Buyers and sellers should negotiate heartily right up to the point where they find themselves only a metaphorical inch or two before they get to The Line because the emotional toll that last inch or more may take is going to cost a lot. And almost assuredly, far more than it’s worth. Worse yet, you likely won’t know when the bill comes due or even how much you had to pay.

Got it.
Virtually every letter of intent comes with a proviso that the deal includes “adequate” working capital – a figure that will be determined prior to close, and "squared-up" within 90 days thereafter.

Innocent enough.

Except when you consider that calculating "adequate" working capital is about as precise as a shotgun blast (the variables that inform the end results can be extremely subjective – especially if the company is growing – or declining).

When you toss in the fact that any shortfalls in working capital are taken against the purchase price, it doesn't take much for a disgruntled buyer to nudge up the working capital target to a level that assures them a tidy claw back.

And rest assured.

This happens.

A lot.

Indemnification – mostly, but not exclusively a buyer opportunity

One of the most significant items that must be negotiated post-LOI are indemnification provisions. As a refresher, particularly in health care where there is substantial exposure to third party claims from government or private payors, sellers must indemnify buyers from the consequences of any wrongdoings, intentional or not, that occurred during the seller's "watch."

While wholly appropriate, sellers loath even the possibility of having to pay back any of their hard-won purchase price. The good news is that buyers are often willing to limit indemnification in terms of dollars, time, or both. But as you would rightly guess, an unscathed buyer will be more amenable to such limitations than one that felt they had to crawl through broken glass to get to the dotted line.

Escrow – an opportunity for buyers and sellers

Related to indemnification, how much escrow will a buyer require to secure unknown liabilities and a portion of the indemnification? A happy buyer might agree to, say 10% of the purchase price, and release a third of it at 6 months, 12 months, and finally 18 months after closing.

An unhappy buyer? 20% released in a lump sum after 18 months. "After all, if you’re confident that there aren’t any gremlins lying about and the escrow is in an
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